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Established in 1968 by Paul Vickrage,
the father of current managing
director, Graham, as a family-run

business designing and manufacturing
alarm systems for the fire, security, and
nurse call industries, Courtney-Thorne is
today firmly established as a leading
manufacturer of high quality, bespoke,
wireless nurse call systems. Up until
Christmas last year the company’s 30 
staff were based at an industrial unit on
Bournemouth’s Drewitt Industrial Estate,
which, Graham Vickrage and Courtney-
Thorne’s national sales manager, John
Polhill, acknowledged, when I met them
there, was no longer either spacious or
modern enough to properly serve the
business’s needs. In fact as we met, the
company was finalising preparations to 
re-locate to a new 6,700 ft2 premises
about double the size, just half a mile
away. 

The new two-storey building, which 
the firm took over before Christmas, will
provide a more comfortable and conducive
working environment for personnel
including the company’s internal and
external sales teams, a five-strong R&D
department, the management team, and
other administrative staff, and will also
have a larger technical facility and
warehousing area. While R&D and product
development is undertaken in-house, the
majority of the assembly and manufacture
of Courtney-Thorne’s increasingly
sophisticated nurse call systems is carried
out locally by external sub-contractors. 

Growth in business
Despite much talk of the impact of the
recession on the UK healthcare sector,
Graham Vickrage and John Polhill told 
me they were encouraged that Courtney-
Thorne had recently seen an increasing

helped boost sales – has been to take the
company from being predominantly a
supplier of nurse call equipment to small
nursing and care homes, to a provider of
such systems to larger facilities operated
by sizeable corporate groups; a number
were now opening new 65-80 bedded
facilities at the rate of one every 6-8 weeks. 

He said: “We are also seeing growing
demand for wireless nurse call systems
from acute hospitals, which we have
increasingly been targeting, buoyed by
wireless technology having effectively
taken over all our lives. More and more
healthcare specifiers now view wireless 
as the way forward.”

While suppliers of hard-wired systems
would argue equally vigorously the merits
of ‘their’ technology, John Polhill and

Wireless world widens
nurse call options
With wireless technology now an integral part of all our lives, and miniaturisation of computing power
having made even hand-held portable devices such as mobile phones powerful tools in their own right, 
HEJ editor, Jonathan Baillie, spoke to specialist in wireless nurse call systems, Courtney-Thorne, to discuss
some of its key recent product innovations, and see what impact it feels developments such as ‘cloud’
technology will have on the bringing of more technology into the nurse call sector as ‘nurse and carer tools’.

growth in its business. Graham Vickrage,
who holds a Computing degree from
Oxford Brookes University, and worked for
a number of software companies before
taking over as Courtney-Thorne MD from
his father in 2007, explained that one 
of his goals – and he believes this has

The CT-CLOUD software makes the data from Courtney-Thorne’s wireless
nurse call systems available to multiple devices, such as tablets,
‘smartphones’, or desktop computers.
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Graham Vickrage spent a little time
initially, before discussing how they 
saw nurse call technology generally
developing, explaining the benefits 
of following the wireless route, as
Courtney-Thorne sees them. 

Wireless ‘roots’
The company’s wireless ‘roots’, Graham
Vickrage explained, had their origins 
in his electrician father, Paul, having
‘tinkered’ with wireless electronics in 
his spare time in the early 1990s, when
such technology was still ‘in its infancy’. 
He said: “He came across a solution that
he felt fitted a need, and this represented 
the introduction of wireless call systems
to the care home environment. He then
developed that product, and decided
there was business for it. He entered the
market on the basis that such wireless
technology would offer lower installation
and indeed lifecycle costs than wired
systems, particularly in refurbished and
renovated premises, and the business
grew from there.”

John Polhill, who joined Courtney-
Thorne 18 months ago from the medical
devices sector as part of a strengthening
of the company’s management team,
added: “As Paul Vickrage did, we still
outsource most of our manufacture,
almost exclusively to British companies.
In the past two years we have also
established a thriving export business,
principally targeting former British
Empire countries, since our products are
English language, 240-volt, and 3-pin
plug. We thus sell predominantly abroad
to countries such as Australia and New
Zealand, Malaysia, the Philippines, and
an increasing number of Middle Eastern
and African countries.” 

Converging technologies
Moving to look more specifically at the
‘pros and cons’ of wireless versus 
hard-wired, and the way that converging
technologies were enhancing such
equipment’s capabilities, Graham
Vickrage said: “One of the major
advantages of wireless nurse call systems
is their rapid installation – since you don’t
have to close wards to install the panels
and call points; there is thus minimum
disruption, and you could be looking at
just 1-2 days to complete an installation.
This, of course, depends on its size; we
could probably fit a system throughout a
large care home in about 3-4 days,
whereas installing a hard-wired system
into a typical hospital ward might take 3-4
weeks. John Polhill added: “One of the
main reasons is that, with a wired
system, you will generally have to replace
the existing wiring, as it will inevitably fail
at some stage during the life of the newly
installed call points and display panels.
This will usually require closing the ward,
and decanting the patients.

Back to bare steelwork
“We work with a number of NHS hospital
refurbishment contractors who take
wards back to the bare building structure
and put everything back in, which might
take about eight weeks,” he continued.
“The building is stripped right back, and
all the building services elements and the
nurse call system installed from scratch.”

While anecdotal evidence suggests the
sector is now seeing considerably more
refurbishment than new-build work,
Graham Vickrage said Courtney-Thorne
was still seeing its wireless nurse call
equipment installed in new build
schemes. He said: “We are seeing more
wireless systems going into acute
facilities, although take-up in NHS
hospitals has perhaps been slower, since
many estates and IT personnel there are
still more ‘used’ to hard-wired equipment.
However, it is the care home sector where
wireless’s lifecycle advantages are really
being recognised. With a new-build

scheme, the cost differential isn’t as
great as with a refurbishment, so a
specifier may go with what they know – a
traditional, hard-wired system, which will
mean missing out on the key feature of
flexibility and mobility of a system that
can adapt with the changing needs of
acute facility use. There is a strong case
for installing wireless at the start.”

Flexibility
“Once a wireless system is operational,”
he added, “a key benefit is its flexibility, a
particular advantage in a care home
environment, where the provider may
wish to change room layouts regularly.
Effectively all that will be required will be
to move the wall-mounted nurse call
points; they are generally held to the wall
by a bracket and two screws.” 

All our call points are battery-operated
(the batteries will typically last two years),
and the only power cabling required will
be for the nurse station display units.

While the arguments for wireless
versus wired nurse call will continue, 
one of the main aims of my visit was to
discover my hosts’ thoughts on how
future nurse call technology might
develop. One of Courtney-Thorne’s 
newest products, which harnesses the
capabilities of ‘cloud’ technology – and
thus certainly looks to the future – is its
CT-CLOUD software system, launched
just days before our meeting.

Only ‘cloud services’ offering
“CT-CLOUD is currently our ‘cloud
services’ offering,” explained John Polhill
“All of the data generated through both
our 08 and Economy+ nurse call systems
(see panel opposite) is currently stored
on the local panels, and there is a need
to view that information, back it up, and
ensure its security. CT-CLOUD offers the
facility to connect all of our display
panels to the Internet, and it then
automatically and periodically uploads
any changes and other vital information
for that period. All the information
typically stored on panel, such as call
history, response times, who had made
the call, and which staff member dealt

Courtney-Thorne’s ‘premium’ wireless
nurse call product is the ’08 System’. 
All 08 System call point units come 
with either a pull cord or antimicrobial,
IP67-compliant, waterproof pear push
lead, plus a wipe-clean front with Braille
identification on the call button.
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with it, is uploaded to a secure area,
hosted on the Amazon ‘cloud’. We have
developed a web front-end that allows
users to log onto, and view, the uploaded
data, and created
management information
and summary reports so
that, say, a care home
group’s management
department can view
remotely how the whole
operation is performing. You
can automatically configure
reports to be sent you, or
others within your
organisation, to identify the
performance of individual
homes, for example.” 

A first for the sector
The CT-CLOUD software,
which the company believes
is a first for the wireless

nurse call sector, gives users a three-level
facility; the first being automatic back-up
of data to a secure environment, with
Amazon managing the ‘cloud’ in such 

a way that the data is
distributed across multiple
sites, servers, and
countries, providing
inherent protection against,
say, a major power outage
at one data-holding site.
Secondly, the system
provides information
reporting to those who
need to view that data 
to make management
decisions and, thirdly, 
it enables, say, an IT or
healthcare estates
manager to ‘interrogate’
the system, either on site,
or remotely, to determine
whether any settings need

changing, or equipment adjusting or
repairing.

John Polhill added: “Developed by our
own team, the CT-CLOUD software makes
the data available to multiple devices,
such as tablets, ‘smartphones’, or
desktop computers, enables reports and
information to be delivered by email, 
and is simple to operate.”

Considerable demand forecast
CT-CLOUD will now be available as an
option for both Courtney-Thorne’s 08 and
Economy+ nurse call systems. Graham
Vickrage added: “I don’t think there is any
doubt that this is the way technology is
moving, and we’re confident that we’ll see
considerable demand, particularly with
the growing prevalence of multiple care
home provider organisations. However,
even for an individual operator, CT-CLOUD
gives the owners or managers,
particularly if they’re not based on site,

Nurse call technology
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Systems for varying needs
Courtney-Thorne’s ‘premium’ wireless
nurse call product is the ’08 System’,
introduced in late 2007. Major features
include compatibility with the easy-to
use CT-TOUCH display panel, which
gives priority to emergency calls; an
optional ‘site map’ feature that can
instantly locate a caller, and two-way 
call acknowledgement. The system is
programmable with up to 999 locations
in 256 zones, to ensure that a network 
of call points can be expanded in the
future, and can show a complete call
history on screen. Call types from the
accompanying 08 System call point units
include ‘Call’, ‘Assistance’, ‘Emergency’,
’Cancel’, ‘Nurse Presence’, ‘Lead Fault’,
‘Low Battery’, and ‘Polling & Diagnostic’. 

Other features of the CT-TOUCH
display panel include multiple common
call, multiple night setting, and multiple
zoning capabilities, configuration for use
with most paging systems, graphical
presentation of calls on screen, the
option to print or download data, plus a
10-year memory capability. The CT-
TOUCH is principally designed to be
used with Courtney-Thorne’s 08 System
call point, for use in bedrooms,
bathrooms, en suites, or communal
areas. All 08 System call point units
come with either a pull cord or
antimicrobial, IP67-compliant,
waterproof pear push lead, plus a wipe-
clean front with Braille identification on
the call button. The call point unit has a
built-in infra-red receiver which allows
remote activation via an infrared staff
identification and location trigger.

Courtney-Thorne says: “Complete
multi-zone flexibility means this system

can be easily adapted to any
organisational unit. Given 
its modular and wireless
design, the system is simple
to maintain, and incredibly
intuitive.”

Demand for a
‘budget’ system
John Polhill said: “The CT-
TOUCH display panel and 
08 System wireless nurse
call have been extremely
well-received. Largely in
response to demand from
the care home market for a
more basic system, for those
not requiring all of the 08’s
features, we subsequently
developed and launched (in
early 2013) the Economy+
nurse call system.” This ‘entry-level
system’ is, the company says, ‘ideally
suited to an individual care home or
smaller care home groups’, and
particularly ‘for replacing an ageing or
failing nurse call system quickly and
reliably’. Staff call types include
‘Assistance’, ‘Emergency’, and ‘Visit’. 
All units come with a pull cord and two
sockets for pear push lead or auxiliary
triggering devices, and have a built-in
infrared receiver which allows staff
identification.

Users can choose between an
Economy+ wireless nurse call logger 
CT-TOUCH display panel, which logs
every activity, or a lower cost, swivel
bracket-mounted, CT MPEP wireless
main display panel, featuring a large,
clear, wide viewing angle display with

volume control, and a
standby battery. An optional
paging facility allows staff
to receive alphanumeric
calls anywhere on site. 
Like the 08 System, the
Economy+ is designed to
operate with a variety of
additional components,
including bathroom
wireless celling pulls, a
wireless door alarm unit,
and a wireless overdoor
nurse light, with the
multiple alert levels
indicated by the colour, 
to indicate calls including
‘Standard Call’,
‘Assistance’, ‘Emergency’,
‘Nurse Presence’, and
‘Follow Me’ mode. 

Logging facility
An infrared staff ID tag allows logging 
of which staff member attended a
particular room, and how long they were
there. Information can then be grouped,
analysed, and reported on. The unit is
‘very small and light’, and includes a
detachable, extendable belt clip. There is
also an LED light to ‘give feedback’ to the
user. John Polhill said: “The Economy+ is
without a number of 08 system features
not deemed absolutely necessary, such
as antimicrobial protection as standard,
and cannot be used with a number of 
the ancillary devices the 08 System will
work with. The Economy+ product has
been well received to date as a viable 
and practical alternative to a ‘basic’ 
hard-wired nurse call system.”

John Polhill, Courtney-
Thorne’s national sales
manager: “I think there’s
a much wider acceptance
in the hospital
community of wireless
communication. Just 10
years ago, for example,
mobile phones were
banned in hospitals.”

Courtney-Thorne MD,
Graham Vickrage, whose
father, Paul, established
the business in 1968.
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some sort of transparency which
they’ve never previously had. It also
cuts out any potential errors that
might occur via a manual process.

“Those provider organisations
currently using, for example an 08
system, can view detailed data on,
say, call history, on a CT-TOUCH
display panel, or insert a USB stick
and download the data onto a PC,
but, prior to the CT-CLOUD’s
launch, it would have been difficult
for them to view such data in
comprehensive form remotely.”

Courtney-Thorne says ‘cloud
storage’ is designed to achieve
‘99.999999999 durability’, while the
data should be accessible ‘24/7’,
subject to the customer’s Internet
connection. All website data is
securely viewed over https://
protocol at 128-bit encryption for
maximum data security.

Diagnostic features
John Polhill added: “The CT-CLOUD
software also has a diagnostic feature,
and can thus report on system health 
at any time, and produce daily, weekly, 
or monthly reports. A user could, for
example, use the diagnostic tool to
access an individual call point’, and 
can make software-based adjustments
via TCP/IP without attending the site – 
a major potential benefit.”

In future, John Polhill explained,
Courtney-Thorne was looking at other
potential benefits of CT-CLOUD. He said:
“It’s certainly something that we imagine
we can roll beyond utilising the cloud-
based capabilities within an organisation.
The software’s introduction is particularly
pertinent for us, since a key element of
our current five-year plan is to move from
simply being a supplier of specialist
wireless nurse call equipment, to a care
technology company. Our first product
along that road is CT-CLOUD.”

A ‘non-nurse call product’
The first new product the company would
be working on next year would, in fact, he
said, be a non-nurse-call-based
standalone product. As to other new
products, Graham Vickrage explained
that the company had also recently been
focusing on staff protection. He said: 
“For instance, earlier this year we
introduced our new CT-WNP wrist and
neck pendant – a very small device
packed with technology. The core
features it offers are to replace traditional
pendants, i.e. by allowing the user to
raise a call. It also allows say, a
healthcare provider, to track residents via
a combination of radio, infra-red, and low
frequency technology. Tracking is enabled
either by an IR signal from the device
being sent to the bedhead units, which
then report location back, or via low

frequency beacons placed strategically
around the building.”

Graham Vickrage said Courtney-Thorne
was increasingly seeing a push from the
major providers to equip all their homes
with such staff protection facilities. 

A suite of new products
He said: We will be launching a suite 
of other new products next year to
complement CT-WNP.” Courtney-Thorne
already offers a range of assistive
technology products alongside nurse call,
including enuresis, epilepsy, movement,
and fall sensors. “Components that use
IR beam technology can, for example,
alert staff quickly if a patient gets out of
bed, while more ‘traditional’ devices,
such as chair and bed mats, can tell
carers if a patient has got up, or fallen
down,” Graham Vickrage explained. 
“We can configure the system exactly as
the user requires, for instance to sound
an alarm, or simply alert staff.”

‘Horses for courses’
Looking to the future, although he
acknowledged that where a hard-wired
and an alternative wireless nurse call
system were being considered for the

same healthcare facility, it was
principally ‘a matter of horses 
for courses’, John Polhill said
Courtney-Thorne considered 
the instances where wireless
systems were not suitable were
now ‘fewer and further between’.
He said: “Traditionally, with some
previous wireless technologies,
black spots, interference, and
signals not getting through,
could be problems. However,
today’s systems operate across
dedicated frequencies, and we
can always install a booster
device where it is needed – to
make an analogy with hard-
wiring, getting cables through
parts of a listed building.”

Driving the move to wireless
nurse call, both of my hosts
agreed, was today’s ‘wireless
culture’. John Polhill added: 
“I think there’s a much wider

acceptance in the hospital community of
wireless communication. Just 10 years
ago, for example, mobile phones were
banned in hospitals. However, go into
operating theatres or intensive care units
today, and patients, visitors, and staff, 
are all using them.

Smarter telephony
“This,” he added, “neatly brings us on 
to the future. We are currently working
with Samsung to develop a system to
converge all of the technology, thus
bringing together functions such as
nurse call messaging and patient record
viewing into hand-held devices such as
tablets and smartphones. We believe
these ever ‘smarter’ devices will very
much become the tool of the future, 
and we’re seeing it already. 

“In the care home sector we are talking
about converging three devices into 
one smart device: pagers – very long-
established, but now quite limited
technology; speech, using VoIP to replace
telephones, and day-to-day notepads 
and pens. The patient record side will 
be key; in future, as the resident makes 
a call on the nurse call system, his or 
her patient records will be relayed

WiFi phone integration 
Courtney-Thorne’s 08 System enables full nurse call message integration to the
Samsung OfficeServ phone system. All messages raised on the nurse call system
can be displayed on WiFi handsets carried by staff. The company says: “Unlike older
DECT telephone systems, the handsets communicate over a standard wireless IP
computer network.

“Integrating the 08 System to the Samsung OfficeServ VOIP system has numerous
advantages, including offering wireless internet connectivity to residents and visitors,
the ability for staff to call externally from the point of incident to alert emergency
services, direct staff-to-staff communication, and streamlining of devices, i.e. staff no
longer need carry pagers and phones.”

The ‘easy-to use’ CT-TOUCH display panel, which gives
priority to emergency calls. Other features include an
optional ‘site map’ feature that can instantly locate a
caller, and two-way call acknowledgement.
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electronically to the bedside to enable a
staff member to not only make a good call
on what action to take next, but also,
record that action.”

Courtney-Thorne has been working with
the Samsung Electronic Research Institute
in Chertsey on this Integrated Healthcare
project, although Graham Vickrage said
the initiative was still in the early stages:
“This project has grown out of our
Samsung Health Partnership, and
telephony integration that already exists.
Within Samsung there is a significant
senior part of the organisation looking at
healthcare worldwide, and Courtney-Thorne
is a Samsung Health partner.”

Contactless future
Graham Vickrage says Courtney-Thorne also
envisages a growing role for contactless
technology in healthcare. He said: “I can
see two or three environments where I 
feel it could work very well. Working in this
area will certainly be a goal for our R&D
department next year.”

He added, in summary: “Miniaturisation
of computing power that was traditionally
cumbersome and relatively expensive 
has allowed the kind of power we used 
to have sitting on our desktop computers
to now fit into the palm or our hands. 
This essentially hardware build on the
same platform spans numerous devices.
Open source software development,
meanwhile, allows anyone to contribute 
to a project they have an interest in. 
In addition, IP has given software
developers and product manufacturers 
a common language, which removes 
the need to develop custom protocols 
and languages project-by-project, 
levelling the playing field in terms of
communication.

“In future we believe that both ‘cloud’
and contactless technology will play 
a major role in care, and can see a
number of future applications with 
real potential benefits to the provider
organisation, the healthcare worker, and
the patient.” ✚

Discover the ultimate in wireless
nurse call technology – the new CT-TOUCH

Can be installed in a typical ward in a day

Versatile for your specific requirements

Class 1 compatible 

Low maintenance

Entirely future proof

Guaranteed better value than hard wired systems

Extensively used in NHS hospitals across the UK 

Technology for those who care

Call 0800 068 7419 or visit www.nursecallsystems.co.uk

The best for system and value 24/7/365 days support

Last year Courtney-Thorne launched 
its new CT-WNP wrist and neck pendant
– a very small device ‘packed with
technology’. Alongside allowing users 
to raise a call, it can also be used to
‘track’ residents via radio, infra-red, 
and low frequency technology.

Traditionally, with some previous wireless
technologies, black spots, interference, and signals
not getting through, could be problems. However,

today’s systems operate across dedicated frequencies
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